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   Goethe’s Life. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) was born in Frankfurt, to a 

prosperous and respected city family. His mother was the daughter of the city mayor, while 

his father, though living off his capital, was trained in the law—though perhaps never 

satisfied with what he himself had accomplished, thus ready to lavish any assistance on his 

young son. (Goethe himself was thus an unusual example, from among German writers, of 

both a privileged and fostering background.) After a traditional gymnasium education—with 

a strong start in a variety of languages, stretching from Greek to Hebrew—and upon 

matriculation Goethe rapidly took charge of his immense intellectual capacities—writing, 

reading, meeting people—and brought out the text which would make him an overnight 

celebrity. The Sorrows of Young Werther, published in 1775, touched a powerful sentimental 

and literary chord with the reading public, and drew attention on the highest levels to this 

young man of 25. The Duke of the small kingdom of Saxe-Weimar, who was himself only l8, 

ennobled the 25 year old Goethe, and made him a member of his Privy Council, where 

Goethe stayed for ten years—while off and on, for the rest of his life, he remained either 

close to the Weimar court or resident there. 

 

   Goethe’s achievement. It is hard to encompass, even in a profile survey, the many-

sidedness and consistent brilliance of Goethe’s long life of books, actions, and personal 

influences. Among the influences on him Herder should be highlighted, for from the time 

when they met, in Strasbourg in 1770, Goethe realized that an almost national-level literary 

responsibility was impending on him. Herder saw in Goethe the mind, and linguistic/creative 

genius, that could give voice to the German historical and now national consciousness, and 

so he brought Goethe to a specially high sense of his potential and responsibility. What 

Goethe did with this mandate in some sense satisfied Herder’s hopes—Goethe listened 

carefully to the voices of German literature—writers like Hans Sachs and the l6th century 

voices that surrounded the Goetz, of his path-breaking early drama, Goetz von Berlichingen 

(1771), as well as to Shakespeare. And throughout his writing life, in poems and plays he 

reached back into his national traditions—most powerfully in his tragedy of Faust (worked 

and reworked intermittently between 1790-1830; and building from an image of the 

mediaeval German magus, Dr. Faustus.) But Goethe’s achievement went beyond this 

response to Herder’s mandate. So far did it go that one cannot imagine a modern writer 

with more claims to the achievement of a Renaissance genius. 

 

    Goethe in literature and science. In the most fragmentary way, we have hinted at the 

power of Goethe’s literary achievement: plays; tales; unique novels like Wilhelm Meister 

(1821-1829), travel accounts like the Italienische Reise (1816-1817), which recounts the 

crossing of the Alps into that Italy which was a kind of artistic promised land; criticism, like 

Literary Sanscullotism (1795), which calls on the German people to read and be educated 

by their own, instead of foreign, authors. The outpouring of powerful and fascinating 

imaginative works seems to have no end but death! What can we say of a man who has left 

us more than 10,000 letters, more than 3,000 often very detailed drawings, and who has 

contributed consequentially to the development of a number of branches of science: the 

theory of colors; the interpretation of cloud formations; the evolution and morphology of 

plant forms; the geology of volcanoes and tectonic plates. Nor is it as though Goethe was 

forever at work on his projects, for he had one period of serious illness, a heart problem, to 

deal with and rest from, and any number of romantic engagements, in the course of which 



he enriched his skill set with a keen sensitivity to the emotional tussles of the human 

condition. 
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Suggested paper topics 

 

Does Goethe’s activity as a natural scientist seem to you to play  role in his creative work? 

What about the character of Faust himself, originally a kind of mediaeval magus? Does 

Faust display the traits of an early modern scientist? Read in Goethe’s Italienische Reise, 

the journal of his journey over the Alps to Italy. Does Goethe have the observant eye of  a 

scientist as he travels? Is the scientific eye consistent with the imaginative eye, in the same 

individual? 

 

Goethe frequently deals with issues of the moral and cultural development of young people, 

from the unfortunate Werther to the more fortunate Wilhelm Meister. Goethe is also very 

interested in the evolution of the human being and in the developmental stages of plant life. 

Do you see a connection there? Does the Bildungsroman—check it again, please—seem to 

you close to the scientific perspective onto organic and human evolution? 

 

Excerpt (from Werther, Book 1)  
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MAY 4. 

 HOW happy I am that I am gone! My dear friend, what a thing is the heart of man! To 

leave you, from whom I have been inseparable, whom I love so dearly, and yet to feel 

happy! I know you will forgive me. Have not other attachments been specially appointed by 

fate to torment a head like mine? Poor Leonora! and yet I was not to blame. Was it my 

fault, that, whilst the peculiar charms of her sister afforded me an agreeable entertainment, 

a passion for me was engendered in her feeble heart? And yet am I wholly blameless? Did I 

not encourage her emotions? Did I not feel charmed at those truly genuine expressions of 

nature, which, though but little mirthful in reality, so often amused us? Did I not—but oh! 

what is man, that he dares so to accuse himself? My dear friend, I promise you I will 

improve; I will no longer, as has ever been my habit, continue to ruminate on every petty 

vexation which fortune may dispense; I will enjoy the present, and the past shall be for me 

the past. No doubt you are right, my best of friends, there would be far less suffering 

http://www.bartleby.com/315/1/11.html


amongst mankind, if men—and God knows why they are so fashioned—did not employ their 

imaginations so assiduously in recalling the memory of past sorrow, instead of bearing their 

present lot with equanimity. 

 

  Be kind enough to inform my mother that I shall attend to her business to the best of my 

ability, and shall attend her the earliest information about it. I have seen my aunt, and find 

that she is very far from being the disagreeable person our friends allege her to be. She is a 

lively, cheerful woman, with the best of hearts. I explained to her my mother’s wrongs with 

regard to that part of her portion which has been withheld from her. She told me the 

motives and reasons of her own conduct, and the terms on which she is willing to give up 

the whole, and to do more than we have asked. In short, I cannot write further upon this 

subject at present; only assure my mother that all will go on well. And I have again 

observed, my dear friend, in this trifling affair, that misunderstandings and neglect occasion 

more mischief in the world than even malice and wickedness. At all events, the two latter 

are of less frequent occurrence. 

 

  In other respects I am very well off here. Solitude in this terrestrial paradise is a genial 

balm to my mind, and the young spring cheers with its bounteous promises my oftentimes 

misgiving heart. Every tree, every bush, is full of flowers; and one might wish charming 

variety, and form the most lovely valleys. The garden is simple; and it is easy to perceive, 

even upon your first entrance, that the plan was not designed by a scientific gardener, but 

by a man who wished to give himself up here to the enjoyment of his own sensitive heart 

Many a tear have I already shed to the memory of its departed master in a summer-house 

which is now reduced to ruins, but was his favourite resort, and now is mine. I shall soon be 

master of the place. The gardener has become attached to me within the last few days, and 

he will lose nothing therebyhimself transformed into a butterfly, to float about in this ocean 

of perfume, and find his whole existence in it. 

 


